Hindenburgstraße 49  D-22297 Hamburg

How to reach us
From HH airport (Fuhlsbüttel)
 by taxi in about 8 minutes
 by public transport in about 16 minutes


take the S1 direction Hamburg-Blankenese, get off at Hamburg-Ohlsdorf -> then take
the U1 direction Ohlstedt and get off at Alsterdorf

 by foot from the U-Bahn station Alsterdorf


If you are coming out of the U-Bahn station, turn right onto Hindenburgstraße.
Continue for about 50 meters and you'll see the Stadtpark tower on the right. We are
located here on the sixth floor.

From the main train station in Hamburg


by taxi in about 16 minutes



with public transport in about 22 minutes



take the U1 direction Norderstedt Mitte to Alsterdorf
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By car










If you are travelling from the south on the A1
Take the A1 to Veddeler Brückenstraße/B4/B75 in Hamburg -> continue on the A39.
At the 1 Maschener Kreuz interchange keep to the right and follow the signs for A1
direction Lübeck/Berlin/Hamburg.
Stay to the left at the fork -> continue on the A255 and follow the signs for HHCentrum.
Continue on Veddeler Brückenstraße/B4/B75 -> after about 1.3 kilometers make a
soft right onto Billhorner Brückenstraße/B75 -> follow traffic for about 2.4
kilometers.
Continue on Mühlendamm which becomes Kuhmühle which becomes Schürbeker
Str. -> continue to Schürbeker Bogen (Schürbeker Bogen makes a soft left and
becomes Lerchenfeld/B5).
After 2.4 kilometers on the B5 make a soft right onto Borgweg -> continue on OttoWels-Straße -> which becomes Hindenburgstraße.
The Stadtpark tower is located about 260 meters further on the right.

If you are coming from the north on the









A7
Take the Schnelsen Nord exit->
After exiting, turn left on Oldelsoer Straße and follow traffic for a few kilometers.
After passing through the Kronstieg-Tunnel turn right on the 433/Zeppelinstrasse and
continue a few kilometers along Fuhlsbütteler airport.
Continue straight through the large intersection where Zeppelinstraße becomes
Sengelmannstrasse.
Continue on Sengelmannstraße.
After 260 meters, turn right onto Maienweg -> continue 600 m and turn left onto
Hindenburgstraße.
Continue for about 1 km and you see the Stadtpark tower on your right.
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Alternatively:
 Take the Schnelsen Nord exit -> turn right onto Oldesloer Str. -> turn left onto
Schleswiger Damm .
 After 1.2 meters Schleswiger Damm becomes Frohmestraße/B447 -> after 2.6 km
turn left onto Papenreye -> which becomes Spreenende.
 Take the second exit at the roundabout (Weg beim Jäger).
 Continue for 1.3 kilometers and then turn right onto Sporthalle -> and then left onto
Obenhauptstraße -> and then right onto Hindenburgstraße.

Feel free to park in our underground garage. The entrance is located on the right side of the
building and the parking spots allotted to ppi Media have been clearly marked.
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